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This two-day interdisciplinary symposium was jointly organised by French and English at the 

University of Leeds, on Friday 26th and Saturday 27th April, with support from the School of 

Languages, Cultures and Societies (Leeds), the School of English (Leeds), the Society for 

French Studies, the British Comparative Literature Association, the Institut Français, and the 

French Embassy. It brought together eight delegates from France, the US and the UK, from a 

variety of disciplinary perspectives (literature, critical theory, theatre and performance studies, 

film studies, visual art, musicology, medical humanities, and psychoanalysis), with a view to 

giving a voice to the unspoken dialogue between them, nonetheless audible if we listen to their 

shared artistic, intellectual and political influences and interests. For this dialogue to be heard 

fully and for it then to be extended to the other delegates and the audience, we chose to adopt 

a format of eight longer papers of 40 minutes each (followed by a Q&A of 20 minutes), with 

the aim of allowing for more sustained and comprehensive interventions than conventional 

conference presentations. There were four presentations each day, and each of the eight 

speakers opened out, from within their specialism, a stage on which the Beckett/Barthes 

dialogue could be played out. Prof. Leslie Hill (Warwick) started by investigating the reasons 

for Barthes’s apparent indifference to Beckett, a writer who, despite early hostility on the part 

of the establishment, eventually came to be seen, as by the Nobel Prize committee in 1969, as 

the abiding embodiment of late modernity; Diana Leca (Keble College, Oxford) considered 

both writers’ attraction to stillness and ‘void-like calm’ (Beckett) as a way to give meaning to 

their silent exchange; Anthony Paraskeva (Roehampton) examined Barthes’s and Beckett’s 

engagement with avant-garde experimental cinema and the prevalence of the image in their 

respective work; Thomas Gould (Courtauld Institute, London) draw our attention to the habit 

of drawing, sketching and doodling shared by the pair, considering it as a form of visual 

language. Prof. Jean-Michel Rabaté (Pennsylvania) highlighted the writers’ relationship to 

Sade’s œuvre so as to foreground their specific conception of the political; Llewellyn Brown 

(Paris) analysed the place of the Real and the Object considered from a Lacanian perspective 

within the two bodies of work; Prof. Anna Mac Mullan (Reading) explored the overlaps 

between Beckett the playwright and Barthes the actor and theatre critic; finally, Arthur Rose 

(Bristol) focussed on both writers’ attitude towards music, singing and breathing, in order to 

show that Barthes and Beckett were at least as interested in sound and hearing as in silence, 

‘sourdine’, or deafness. The lines of enquiry opened by this voiced ‘dialogue de sourds’ proved 



to be many and will be made accessible to the wider public by way of a scientific publication, 

which will deepen and disseminate the ground-breaking work accomplished. This collective 

dialogical volume will define the articulation of Barthes Studies with Beckett Studies and 

hopefully become a point of reference for all the disciplines covered. 

(Report by Andy Stafford, University of Leeds / conference co-organized by Claire Lozier, 

Andy Stafford, and Jivitesh Vashisht, University of Leeds) 

 

 

 

 

 


